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On temporal homogenization in the numerical simulation of
atherosclerotic plaque growth
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A temporal homogenization approach for the numerical simulation of atherosclerotic plaque growth is extended to fully
coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations. The numerical results indicate that the two-scale approach yields significantly different results compared to a simple heuristic averaging, where only stationary long-scale FSI problems are solved,
confirming the importance of incorporating stress variations on small time-scales. In the homogenization approach, a periodic
fine-scale problem, which is periodic with respect to the heart beat, has to be solved for each long-scale time step. Even if no
exact initial conditions are available, periodicity can be achieved within only 2–3 heart beats by simple time-stepping.
© 2021 The Authors. Proceedings in Applied Mathematics & Mechanics published by Wiley-VCH GmbH.

1

Introduction

The growth of atherosclerotic plaque, leading to various cardiovascular diseases, happens on a long time scale of several
months up to years. On the other hand, the growth of plaque is driven by the wall shear stress distribution, which varies
significantly within each heartbeat, that is, over each second. It is unfeasible to perform numerical simulations ranging
over multiple months with time step sizes in the order of magnitude of milliseconds, which makes temporal homogenization
techniques indispensable. Here, the temporal homogenization approach from [3] is extended to fully coupled fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) simulations. In this approach, for each long-scale time step, a fine-scale FSI solution, which is periodic
with respect to the heart beat, has to be computed. In order to justify this approach and confirm its efficiency, we discuss
two important questions. On the one hand, we investigate whether long-scale simulations benefit from including averaged
fine-scale information. On the other hand, we investigate the periodicity of the fine-scale problem. In particular, the initial
data of a periodic solution on the short-scale is unknown a priori. Due to the diffusivity of the flow problem a remedy is a
simple time-stepping approach from an approximate initial state. We investigate how many heart beats are necessary to obtain
an almost-periodic state which can be used as initial data.

2

Fluid-structure interaction

We consider a partition of an overall domain Ω(t) = F(t) ∪ Γ(t) ∪ S(t) into a fluid part F(t), an interface Γ(t) and a solid
part S(t). Blood flow through a vessel wall is described by the following FSI system:
ρf (∂t vf + vf · ∇vf ) − div σ f = 0,

div vf = 0

ρs (∂t v̂s ) − div (F̂e Σ̂e ) = 0,

∂t ûs − v̂s = 0

σ f ⃗nf + σ s⃗ns = 0,

vf = vs

in F(t),
in Ŝ,

(1)

on Γ(t).

Here, vf and v̂s stand for the fluid and solid velocity and ûs for the solid displacement. Quantities with a “hat” are defined
in Lagrangian coordinates, while quantities without a “hat” are given in the current Eulerian coordinate framework. They
correspond to each other by a C 1,1 -diffeomorphism ξ : Ω̂ → Ω(t) and the relation fˆ = f ◦ ξ, which also defines the solid
deformation gradient F̂s = ∇ξ|Ŝ = I + ∇ûs . By ρf and ρs we denote the densities of blood and vessel wall and by ⃗nf and
⃗ns the outer normals of the fluid and solid domain, respectively.
The Cauchy stress tensors σ f and σ s for the fluid and solid, respectively, are given by the respective constitutive models.
Here, we employ the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff model with Lamé parameters µs and λs combined with a growth model to
describe the solid; see Section 3. The blood is modeled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid with Cauchy stresses
σ f = ρf νf (∇vf + ∇vfT ) − pf I,
∗

(2)
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Fig. 1: Sketch of the simulation domain: a two-dimensional channel where the plaque growth is centered at the black dot at (0, −1).

with the kinematic viscosity νf , which results in the Navier–Stokes equations. A sketch of the domain of interest is given in
Figure 1. The boundary data of our FSI problem is given by
vf = vin on Γin
f,

ρf νf ⃗n · ∇vf − pf ⃗n = 0 on Γout
f ,

ûs = 0 on Γs ,

(3)

where ⃗n is the outward facing normal vector and the inflow vin is specified below.

3

Modeling of solid growth

The modeling of plaque growth at the vessel wall is a complex task that involves the interaction of many different molecules
and species; see for example [6, 7]. In this contribution, our focus does not lie on realistic modeling of plaque growth but on
methodological questions of the temporal homogenization approach. Hence, we employ a greatly simplified growth model.
Specifically, we concentrate on the influence of the concentration of foam cells cs on the growth. The rate of formation of
S
these cells depends on the wall shear stress σ W
at the vessel wall. In our simplified model, this is included by means of a
f
simple ordinary differential equation (ODE) for cs ,
Z
−1


−1
S
W S 2 −1
WS
:=
:=
∂t cs = γ(σ W
,
c
)
α
1
+
c
1
+
|σ
|
,
σ
σ
ρν Id − ⃗nf ⃗nTf (∇v + ∇vT )⃗nf do, (4)
s
s
f
f
f
0
Γ

where σ0 and periodic α are parameters of the growth model; see also [3].
We model solid growth by a multiplicative splitting of the deformation gradient F̂s into an elastic part F̂e and a growth
function F̂g [4, 5, 8]
F̂s = F̂e F̂g

⇔

−1
ˆ
F̂e = F̂s F̂−1
g = [I + ∇ûs ]F̂g .

In our simplified model configuration, we consider the following growth function depending on cs

ĝ(x̂, ŷ, t) = 1 + cs (t) exp −x̂2 (2 − |ŷ|), F̂g (x̂, ŷ, t) := ĝ(x̂, ŷ, t) I.

(5)

(6)

This means that the shape and position of the plaque growth is prescribed, but the growth rate depends on the variable cs . As
the simulation domain is centered around the origin, growth takes place in the middle of the domain; see Figure 1.
From (5) and (6), it follows that F̂e := ĝ −1 F̂s . The Piola–Kirchhoff stresses of the St. Venant-Kirchhoff model take the
form
T
1
F̂e Σ̂e = 2µs ĝ −1 F̂ s Ê e + λs ĝ −1 tr(Ê e )F̂ s ,
Ê e = (ĝ −2 F̂ s F̂ s − I)
2
which correspond to the Cauchy stresses by σ s (x) = σ̂ s (x̂) = Jˆe−1 F̂e Σ̂e (x̂)F̂Te .

4

Numerical framework

We use an arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) approach to solve the FSI problem (1), and make use of the symmetry of the
configuration to restrict the simulation to the lower half of the computational domain. For the details, we refer to [4].
A resolution of the short-scale dynamics with a scale of milliseconds to seconds over the complete time interval of interest
[0, T ] with T being several months up to a year is unfeasible, even for the simplified two-dimensional configuration considered
here. For T = 200 days and a relatively coarse short-scale time step of δτ = 0.02 s, a total of 8.64 · 108 time steps would be
required, where each step corresponds to the solution of a mechano-chemical FSI problem.
This dilemma is frequently solved by considering a heuristic averaging approach: Assuming that a stationary limit of the
FSI system on the short scale is reached, a stationary FSI problem can be solved on a longer scale (e.g., δt ≈ 1 day). The
S
of the stationary FSI problem is then used to advance the foam cell concentration based on (4).
wall-shear stress σ W
f
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Algorithm 1: Simple Heuristic Averaging
Initialize c0s = 0. Set time step size δt = 1 day = 86 400 s.
for n = 1, 2, . . . do
1. Solve quasi-stationary Long-scale problem (7):
{c̄n−1
} 7→ {v̄n , ūn , p̄n }
s
2. Compute the wall stress in main stream direction
Z
S,n
σW
=
σ f (v̄n , p̄n )⃗nf · ⃗e1 do
f
Γi

3. Update the foam cell concentration

S,n n−1
, c̄s )
c̄ns = c̄n−1
+ δtγ(σ W
s
f

S
S
Note that σ W
is not necessarily a good approximation of σ W
f
f , which depends on the pulsating blood flow, as shown
in [4] and analyzed in [3, 7]. The stationary FSI model reads

ρf v̄f · ∇v̄f − div σ̄ f = 0,

σ̄ f ⃗nf + σ̄ s⃗ns = 0,

in F(t),

div v̄f = 0

div (F̄e Σ̄e ) = 0

v̄f = v̄s on Γ(t),

∂t c̄s =

in Ŝ

S
γ(σ W
f , c̄s ).

(7)

The corresponding algorithm is given as Algorithm 1.
A more accurate two-scale approach has been presented by Frei and Richter in [3], where a periodic-in-time short-scale
S
problem needs to be solved in each time step of the long (macro) scale, e.g., each day. The growth function γ(σ W
f ) is then
WS
averaged by integrating over one period of the heart beat, and the average is denoted by γ(σ f ).
A difficulty lies in the solution of the periodic short-scale problem. In general, the exact initial data of the periodic solution
is not know a priori. Instead, if a reasonable guess for starting values v0 and u0s is available on the short-scale, the FSI system
may convergence to a periodic state. After each cycle, we can check if the solution is sufficiently close to a periodic state. In
this work, we apply a stopping criterion based on the computed averaged growth value (where k denotes the iteration index)
S,k
S,k−1
|γ(σ W
) − γ(σ W
)| < ϵp .
f
f

(8)

Algorithm 2: Two-Scale Algorithm
Initialize c0s = 0. Set time step size δt = 1 day = 86 400 s.
for n = 1, 2, . . . do
1.) Solve quasi-stationary Long-Scale Problem (7):
{cn−1
} 7→ {vn , un , pn }
s
2.) Set suitable starting values v0,0 and u0,0 .
S,k,m
S,k−1,m
while |γ(σ W
) − γ(σ W
)| > ϵp do
f
f
2.a) Solve Short-Scale Problem (1) in In = (τn−1 , τn−1 + 1 s)
{vk,0 , uk,0 , cn−1
} 7→ {vk,m , uk,m , pk,m }, m = 1, . . . , Ns
s

2.b) Compute average growth function
1 XNs
S,m n−1
S n−1
γ(σ W
)=
γ(σ W
, cs ),
f , cs
f
m=1
Ns
3.) Update the foam cell concentration

k ←k+1

S,n n−1
cns = cn−1
+ δt γ(σ W
, cs )
s
f

The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. We consider different possibilities to set the initial values v0,0 and u0,0 in
step 2 of Algorithm 2. Either the variables vk,m and uk,m from the previous day can be used (“micro” strategy), or the values
vn , un from the previous long-scale step (“macro” strategy). In the latter case, we set vfn−1 to zero in order to match the
inflow boundary conditions at the begin of the period. If the “micro” strategy is used, step 1 of Algorithm 2 can be skipped.
www.gamm-proceedings.com
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the simple heuristic averaging approach (Algorithm 1) and the two-scale approach with different initialization
strategies and long-scale time step sizes δt. Top left: growth function over time. Top right: channel width over time. Bottom left: numbers
of short-scale iterations per time step to reach quasi-periodicity. Bottom right: wall shear stress on the short scale at T = 200 days.

5

Numerical example

We consider a channel with length 10 cm and an initial width ω(0) of 2 cm as illustrated in Figure 1. The solid walls on top and
bottom have an initial thickness of 1 cm each. Fluid density and viscosity are given by ρf = 1 g/cm3 and νf = 0.04 cm2 /s,
respectively, the solid density is ρs = 1 g/cm3 , and the Lamé parameters are µs = 104 and λs = 4 · 104 dyn/cm2 . The growth
1
−7 1
in
parameters are σ0 = 30 gscm
2 and periodic α = 0.0432 day = 5 · 10
s . We prescribe a pulsating velocity inflow profile on Γf
by


sin(πt)2 (1 − y 2 )
vfin (t, x, y) = 30
cm/s.
(9)
0
We use Q2 equal-order finite elements with local projection stabilization (LPS) stabilization [1] for all variables on a mesh
consisting of 160 rectangular grid cells, which corresponds to a total of 3 157 degrees of freedom. The time step sizes are
chosen as δτ = 0.02 s and δt = 1 day, the tolerance for periodicity ϵp = 10−3 . All the computational results have been
obtained with the finite element library Gascoigne3d [2].
Our results are given in Figure 2. We see that the pure averaging approach (Algorithm 1) underestimates the growth
significantly. A very coarse discretization of the long time interval gives a much better approximation. Concerning the
different initialization strategies, we observe small deviations in the wall shear stress in the very beginning, in particular for
the “macro” (last long-step) strategy. Convergence to the periodic state, is however reached very quickly, see Figure 2, bottom
right. Only 2-3 cycles are required until the periodicity criterion is met. Figure 2, bottom left, shows an advantage of the
“micro” initialization strategy, where more frequently the stopping criterion is fulfilled after only two cycles.
Acknowledgements Open access funding enabled and organized by Projekt DEAL.
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